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Abstract 

Digital Imaging and Communication (Diacom) is a medical image format used in telemedicine. 

Telemedicine is the core of the modern age. A physician in one area uses a telecommunications 

device to provide a patient with treatment at a distant site. It's a substitute horizon that the globe 

publicly pays attention to. Throughout telemedicine sessions, access to personal patient health 

records and health trackers is on the market, helping you diagnose and efficiently manage patients. It 

is the main task to reduce each measure of storage and transmission data required for 

communication. Diacom Image Compression (DIC) is primarily based on the new Efficient 

Extensible Interchange (EXI) mechanism to realize this goal. Efficient Extensible Interchange is a 

very lightweight, high-performance XML representation that was designed to function well in a wide 

variety of applications. It boosts performance while slashing bandwidth requirements, all while 

preserving other resources including battery life, code size, computing power, and memory. The 

proposed work focuses on advance compression methodology for patientôs historical data, electronic 

medical records of clinical information, and diagnostic test record. The results of the simulation 

recommends that the outcome of the proposed mechanism is better than the current approach. The 

present work compares the proposed methods with existing methodology and experimental analysis 

depicts that EXI based compression methodology is far better than traditional SVD compression 

methodology. 

 

Key-words: Telemedicine, Diacom Image Compression, Healthcare, EXI, Singular Value 

Decomposition. 
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1. Introduction  

 

The most effective instrument for epidemic conditions is telemedicine. Telemedicine is a 

growing healthcare sector, evolving from the synergistic convergence of bioscience with information 

technology, which has immense potential to solve the challenges of providing rural and remote 

healthcare[1].It can be as easy as two health professionals discussing the medical issues of a patient 

and seeking guidance over a direct telephone as complicated as transmitting electronic medical 

records of clinical information, diagnostic tests such as E.C.G., imaging images, etc. and ending 

immersive real-time medical video conferencing with the assistance of IT-based hardware and 

software, satellite video conferencing. Patient safety data such as prior examinations, laboratory test 

results, recorded medical images, etc. in digitized form can be easily transmitted over the network in 

these systems. The goal of telemedicine is to improve the delivery of healthcare to a wider population 

[2]. Because of its enormous size and transmission, it needs enormous bandwidth and transitional 

space in its raw state. Therefore, before transmission or storage, there is a need to compress medical 

data. The cost-effective DIC is crucial for ensuring service efficiency in order to satisfy the demand 

for high-speed image transmission in efficient image storage and remote treatment. Technically, as 

lossless and lossy, all image data is compressed into two groups. Data is lost within the lossy 

compression [3]. But many applications do not tolerate any loss in their data, such as satellite image 

processing and biomedical imaging, and are typically compressed using lossless compression 

methods in which only a few important coefficients need to be encoded, while the remainder of 

insignificant coefficients can be omitted while the reconstructed image standard does not change 

significantly. The aim of the research proposal is to find an innovative quality model for successful 

lossless compression methodology to be optimized for high-speed medical image transmission while 

maintaining diagnostic integrity without reducing radiological image quality. The research proposed a 

novel technique using Efficient Extensible Interchange (EXI) to compress diacom image in a lossless 

image.  

 The remainder of the paper is developed as follows. Section I includes the introduction of the 

DIC. In Section II, the context of compression strategies is given. In Section III, EXI features and 

properties are discussed. Section IV addresses the proposed DIC prototype. The experimental work, 

outcomes and discussions are presented in Section V. Conclusions are eventually discussed in Section 

VI.  
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2. Background 

 

In literature lots of compression methods have been given. Among those methods wavelet 

transform for DIC is reviewed. In 1991, Majid Rabbani [4] studied the lossless and lossless image 

compression techniques where Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT) is used together with 

Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM) but DCT requires broad computational resources. 

Logeswaran Rajasvaran et.al.[5] introduced model-based medical image compression, but Dicom 

format cannot be stored directly via Hierarchy plot model result. Kamrul Hasan Talukder et al.[6] 

addressed the compression method and its quality evaluation based on Haar Wavelet but Haar 

Wavelet is discontinuous. Moorthi et al[7] developed an integration model Using region separation 

where region of interest is compressed using Curvelet transform, DPCM and non-VOI is compressed 

using IWT, SPIHT and adaptive arithmetic encoding. Performance is degraded in IWT when edges 

are smooth curve after fusion results obtained. According to Sujitha Juliet Devaraj, [8] the 

reconstructed medical image slices with VOI were proposed 3D IWT and 3D EBCOT process in 

2012. Result shows 3D object improvement obtained from reconstructed 3D images but smooth curve 

edge produces IWT hindrances. V.K. Bairagi et al.[9] listed transform compression based image 

compression and comparative analysis between KLT, DCT, WHT, DCT, DWT and IWT 

transformation is explored. J Erickson Bradley M.D. et. al.[10] stressed the importance of lossy 

compression of medical images. Response indicates that wavelet compression is better for 

radiographs than JPEG but its downside is that it does not manage curve discontinuities well. Lihong 

Zhao [11] highlighted combination of IWT and DPCM simple approach. In smooth curve areas IWT 

still is poor. Gram Badshah et al.[12] discussed watermarking ultrasonic medical images with lossless 

compression of LZW. It produces better results but in dictionary, LZW generates entries that might 

never be used. Brady Mathews [ 13] discussed in his paper regarding image compression using svd 

method. Image is represented on a matrix being visually displayed through pixels of red, green and 

blue on your computer. SVD method utilizes mathematical concept of Eigen vectors This data can be 

manipulated through the use of the SVD theorem to calculate a level of precision close to the original 

without storing as much data. Singular value decomposition is to reduce a dataset containing a large 

number of values to a dataset containing significantly fewer values, but which still contains a large 

fraction of the variability present in the original data. Let A be an m x n matrix. Performing SVD to A 

factorizes it into a product of orthogonal matrix, diagonal matrix and another orthogonal matrix. A = 

USV T Where, A is image matrix U is m x m matrix S is mxn matrix V is n x n matrix Singular 

Value Decomposition technique splits given matrix into a product of orthonormal matrices and a 
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diagonal matrix. This approach is purely mathematical and Complex. It require considerable amount 

of computations which is time consuming. The complexity of SVD itself is of the order of O(ὲ3) In 

2010 layer outlined by Maheshwari et al.[14]. Methodology of layer based compound image 

compression using XML for the foreground layer and JPEG for background layer compression is 

discussed. The most important downside is the long-winded XML scripts. Aforesaid survey 

concluded that transforming based techniques such as DCT; wavelet (DWT, IWT, hair, WHT) 

reduces performance when transferring images into unreliable networks with curve discontinuities. 

Literature says that transformation based methodologies are better for DIC. XML based compression 

method consist of redundancy and verboseness [15]. Therefore it is required a novel DIC 

methodology for high speed transmission of medical images used in telemedicine. After analyzing 

various technique EXI methodology is suggested for lossless image compression. 

  

3. Efficient Extensible Interchange (EXI)  

 

To overcome aforesaid deficiencies of xml, Binary xml technologies came into existence. 

Binary xml refers to any specifications that define the compact representation of xml data 

transmission over the network. It decline verbosity of xml document, reduce cost of parsing and 

provide indexing and random access of xml documents. There are various techniques of binary xml 

such as i) Fast Infoset (ISO/IEC and ITU-T) ii) EXI W3C recommendation based on work by 

Efficientxml from AgileDeltaInc. iii) Extensible Binary Meta Language (EBML) from Matroska              

iv) Wireless Binary Xml (WBXML).  EXI is ready to directly integrate into the present XML stack 

and network architectures. EXI doesn't need the reengineering of information or physical spec; 

it merely ñextendsò what exist already and supply backwards likewise as future compatibility. EXI 

delivers future best approach through XML compression that permits information measure increase 

through file size reductions, and is backed by the belief of the increasing usage of XML within the IT 

world. EXI is a very compact representation for the Extensible Markup Language (XML) Information 

Set that is intended to simultaneously optimize performance and the utilization of computational 

resources [16]. The EXI format uses a hybrid approach drawn from the information and formal 

language theories, plus practical techniques verified by measurements, for entropy encoding XML 

information. Using a relatively simple algorithm, which is amenable to fast and compact 

implementation, and a small set of data type representations, it reliably produces efficient encodings 

of XML event streams Ultimately, if EXI is wide enforced, the attention organization are ready 

to deploy XML primarily based network traffic additional, specifically to the Cloud internet Service 
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or different tiny mobile and wireless network edge devices. Through the employment of 

Cloud internet Service in Hospital organization it'll  be useful for all patients and additionally for 

Doctors World Health Organization will access patient data like patient report, 

previous check pictures and alternative data for immediate medical treatment. EXI format eliminates 

redundant tags and values from XML documents and encodes numeric contents in binary format. 

Experiments were conducted for evaluating the effectiveness of EXI. Schema-informed 

EXI method is way faster and finally ends up in smaller EXI documents compared to schema-less 

[17]. It is used as a total compression utility or is directly integrated into host applications. To prevent 

the expense of translating to and from XML, host applications may read and write EXI streams. EXI 

uses the fastest EXI processors in the world, and is able to evaluate and get winds of EXI heaps faster 

than recent XML processors. EXI is designed for devices which have very limited resources, in 

addition as mass market mobile handsets. Itôs deployed on a decent vary of varied platforms with 

restricted memory, storage, method power, battery life. EXI creates opportunities for adding heaps of 

compelling content and applications on existing devices whereas not extra resources. EXI is bit 

aligned so it can pack more information but drawback of bit alignment is that it requires more center 

processing unit instructions per byte. It need same encoding decoding algorithm in both schema and 

schemaless mode. Efficiency is provided by several components like EXI uses info from schema to 

boost compactness and process potency. Since EXI is compact, it takes less space for memory, 

storage and information measure. You can reverse the process to restore the content (e.g. element 

tags, values, and attributes) of the XML file. By default, non-essential information such as comments, 

processing instructions, and non-significant whitespaces are not encoded[18]. OpenEXI can optimize 

and restore any XML-compliant document. If there is no schema available, OpenEXI can build the 

grammar model by learning and inferring one as it processes a document. Using the default 

transformation options, you can encode an XML file by providing only an input stream and an output 

stream.  

 

4. Proposed Diacom Image Compression Prototype 

 

The suggested diacom image compression technique using EXI is depicted in Fig.1, CT scan 

images for patients are taken as input, and these input images are preprocessed for noise or some 

form of distortion removal in the next step. As an output of this phase we will obtain enhanced 

diacom images. The Python programming language is used for implementation of Dicom-to-Xml 

transformation. XML _To_ EXI encoding is carried out using the openEXI tool to achieve improved 
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compression and security. OpenEXI is a free, open source, java-language implementation of the 

XML document representation format EXI. The desired compressed diacom image is obtained after 

this phase. EXI to xml inverse transformation is required at the receiving end for decompression. The 

output of this stage is xml file, which is further transformed to diacom file inversely to find the 

original diacom image. Architectural view of proposed DIC prototype is outlined in Fig 2. 

 

Fig.1 - EXI based novel Diacom Image Compression (DIC) Prototype 

 

 

Fig. 2 - Architectural view of DIC Prototype 
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The aforesaid methodology provided optimum results as compare to the existing one. EXI is 

meant to at the same time optimize performance and also the utilization of process resources. 

Performance Parameters like Compression Ratio, Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), Peak Signal to Noise 

Ratio (PSNR), Entropy, Mean Squared Error (MSE), Histogram, Compression Time, Decompression 

Time etc are evaluated for measuring the efficiency of the proposed system. Using use case diagram 

we can understand the user interaction with the architecture. The Usecase diagram of proposed 

approach is depicted in fig 3. The IBM Rational Software Architect tool is required for design of 

usecase diagram. It is a modeling and development environment that uses the unified modeling 

language for designing usecase diagram of proposed architecture 

 

Fig. 3 - Usecase diagram for proposed architecture 

 

 

Proposed Algorithm for DIC:  

Step1: Insert the diacom image f(x, y) of size 512 *512 of 8 bits/pixel.  

Step2: Apply Gaussian noise removing technique in order to eliminate noise of the input images  

Step 3: Apply Diacom_To_Xml Transformation using Python.  

Step4: Encode the resulting image through Xml_To_EXI encoding through openEXI/EXIP tool and get the 

compressed encoded data. 

Step5: For decompression, Decode the compressed image using EXI_To_Xml decoding. 

Step6: Apply inverse Xml_To_Diacom transform to obtain original uncompressed image. 

Step7: Compute performance measures like Compression size, Compression ratio, Space Saving, Signal to 

noise ratio (SNR), Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Mean Squared Error (MSE), Entropy, Bits Per Pixel 

(bpp), Compression time, Decompression Time etc. 
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5. Experimental Findings and Discussions 

 

The performance of proposed technique is evaluated on a collection of medical images of size 

512*512, eight bits/pixel and therefore the quality of compressed image has been assessed in terms of 

compression ratio, peak signal to noise ratio, signal to noise ratio, entropy, bits per pixel (bpp), mean 

squared (mse) error, compression time, decompression time etc To implement and analyze the 

methodology Yakami diacom viewer, openEXI and Python software are used. Test Setup 

environment is given in table 1. 

 

Table 1 - Testbed specifications of powerful resource environment 

Operating System Windows 8 

CPU Intel Core (TM) i7-9750H CPU@ 2.60 GHz 

System Type 64-bit OS, x64-based processor 

RAM  8 GB 

Fourteen computerized tomography images were studied using our new algorithm. Image I20, 

I30, I40 etc édatasets have been taken from hospital for experimental work. As shown in fig 4. To 

analyze the result we compared our proposed method with existing svd technique and find out 

performance matrix like CR, SNR, PSNR, Bpp etc.as outlined in table 2 and 3. The results of 

proposed method is shown in table 4 and 5. 

 

Fig. 4 - Input Diacom Images for Experimental Work 

 

a.I 20                                                 b. I30 

 

c. I40                                                d. I50 

 


